Prepare for the ACT® Test

The ACT® test is one of the most widely accepted tools colleges use to assess students' abilities. Increase your scores with our interactive tutorial and collection of eBooks, which produce invaluable test-taking tips and detailed practice exercises to help you get a feel for the real ACT® test. You can also access helpful sample practice tests in English, Reading, Writing, Science, and Math.

ACT® Preparation Tutorial
ACT® Preparation Tutorial

ACT® Test Preparation Tutorial: Comprehensive
This tutorial will help you prepare for all subject areas of the ACT® Test. With interactive lessons and practice exercises, this tutorial reviews all the key concepts you need to know, while testing your knowledge along the way.

ACT® Practice Tests
ACT® English Practice Tests

ACT® English Practice Test 1
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 2
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 3
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® English Practice Test 4
This 75-question ACT English practice test lets you practice with the grammar and mechanics skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Tests

ACT® Math Practice Test 1
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 2
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 3
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Math Practice Test 4
This 60-question ACT Math practice test lets you practice the algebra, geometry, and other math skills you'll need to do well on test day. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you're strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Tests

ACT® Reading Practice Test 1
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Test 2
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where you are strong and what can be improved.
ACT® Reading Practice Test 3
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Reading Practice Test 4
This 40-question ACT Reading practice test lets you practice with questions and reading passages from the humanities, natural sciences, and more. Use the instant scoring and detailed explanations to determine where you are strong and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Tests
ACT® Science Practice Test 1
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 2
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 3
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Science Practice Test 4
This 40-question ACT Science practice test lets you practice with questions on science reasoning. Use the instant scoring and detailed answer explanations to determine where you are strong, and what can be improved.

ACT® Writing Practice Tests
ACT® Writing Practice Test 1
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience brainstorming and writing an essay for the ACT. It includes a prompt similar to the one found on the official exam, plus sample responses at each level and a self-scoring guide to assess your work.

ACT® Writing Practice Test 2
Use this practice exam to gain valuable experience brainstorming and writing an essay for the ACT. It includes a prompt similar to the one found on the official exam, plus sample responses at each level and a self-scoring guide to assess your work.

ACT® eBooks
ACT®: Power Practice
ACT: Power Practice will help you boost your ACT score! This eBook contains four complete ACT practice exams, detailed answer explanations, helpful study strategies, and essential tips for managing your study time as you prepare for the ACT.

ACT® Word Games
ACT Word Games is a fun way to brush up on ACT vocabulary. Complete a series of challenging games and learn new words. This eBook includes more than 500 key test words and a variety of fun vocabulary-building activities and expert tips and strategies.

ACT® Flash Review
This skill-building eBook features 600 ACT flashcards with definitions, sample sentences, synonyms, and a pronunciation key for each term. It’s the perfect companion to any ACT study plan, and an ideal guide for self-study and review.

ACT® Flashcards
English
ACT® English & Reading Flashcards: Deck 1
This flashcard deck offers a fast, fun way to build your vocabulary—useful for improving your reading and comprehension skills. On one side of each card is a vocabulary word that’s good to know at the high school level; on the back is its definition.

ACT® English & Reading Flashcards: Deck 2
This flashcard deck offers a fast, fun way to build your vocabulary—useful for improving your reading and comprehension skills. On one side of each card is a vocabulary word that’s good to know at the high school level; on the back is its definition.

Math
ACT® Math Flashcards: Deck 1
Review these 40 flashcards for a fast, fun way to prepare for the Math section of the ACT. Flip through the deck as often as you need until you know what’s on the opposite side of each card—it could be a popular formula, the definition of a common math term, or the answer to a practice question.
ACT® Math Flashcards: Deck 2
Review these 40 flashcards for a fast, fun way to prepare for the Math section of the ACT. Flip through the deck as often as you need until you know what’s on the opposite side of each card—it could be a popular formula, the definition of a common math term, or the answer to a practice question.

ACT® English & Reading Flashcards: Deck 1
This flashcard deck offers a fast, fun way to build your vocabulary—useful for improving your reading and comprehension skills. On one side of each card is a vocabulary word that’s good to know at the high school level; on the back is its definition.

ACT® English & Reading Flashcards: Deck 2
This flashcard deck offers a fast, fun way to build your vocabulary—useful for improving your reading and comprehension skills. On one side of each card is a vocabulary word that’s good to know at the high school level; on the back is its definition.

ACT® Science Flashcards: Deck 1
Review these 56 flashcards for a targeted, time-saving way to prepare for the Science section of the ACT. Flip through the deck as often as you need until you know what’s on the opposite side of each card—either the definition of a scientific term or an important formula.

ACT® Science Flashcards: Deck 2
Review these 56 flashcards for a targeted, time-saving way to prepare for the Science section of the ACT. Flip through the deck as often as you need until you know what’s on the opposite side of each card—either the definition of a scientific term or an important formula.

Prepare for the SAT® Test
Mastering the SAT® in advance of test day is a smart strategy. Learn practical strategies for solving math problems with confidence, and get sample practice for the Critical Reading and Writing sections using our step-by-step tutorial, in-depth eBooks, and sample tests featuring questions similar to those that appear on the actual test.

SAT® Preparation Tutorials — Coming Soon!

SAT® Practice Tests
SAT® Reading Practice Tests

SAT® Reading Practice Test 1
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion, long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Reading Practice Test 2
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion, long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Reading Practice Test 3
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion, long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Reading Practice Test 4
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Reading section: sentence completion, long-passage critical reading, and paragraph-length critical reading. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Writing and Language Practice Tests

SAT® Writing and Language Practice Test 1
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Writing and Language Practice Test 2
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.

SAT® Writing and Language Practice Test 3
This practice test includes the types of questions found on the new SAT Writing and Language section to prepare you for the test. Use the explanations to learn from what you get wrong.